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Chapter 1131 

“Frankly speaking, I’ve never seen a young handsome like little brother before, an innate expert in his 

early twenties, it’s unheard of!” Looking at Ji Feng in front of him, Shen Wan Zhen’s face was twelve 

shades of gloomy, this young man was so powerful that it really exceeded his imagination. 

“It’s also a great honour for old man to be able to fight a young man like little brother!” Shen Wanzhen 

said. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but chuckle: “You haven’t seen one, but that doesn’t mean there aren’t any, and 

what you’ve seen today may be more than one.” 

“What do you mean?” Shen Wanzhen was slightly stunned. 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “You will soon find out!” 

Before his words could fall, a violent shout was suddenly heard, only to see Zhang Lei and Shen Wanhe, 

the second master of the Shen family, already exchanging blows. 

Bang! 

Zhang Lei took the lead in the attack, even when facing a terrifying innate expert, Zhang Lei didn’t have 

the slightest bit of timidity, instead, his body was filled with fighting spirit and his battle spirit was high! 

Hoo~~! 

As soon as Zhang Lei struck, it was the one-hit kill move that Ji Feng had taught him. In fact, apart from 

this kind of ruthless and severe fighting and killing technique, he really did not know any other kung fu. 

However, it was this kind of ruthless kung fu that instantly made Shen Wanhe, who was standing 

opposite Zhang Lei, and Shen Wanzhen, who was watching, both change their faces. 

Zhang Lei’s moves were only vicious and fast, which was beyond their imagination. 

How could such a poisonous and harsh move be made by a martial artist who was only at the middle 

Houtian level? 

Just by looking at the speed and power, those who didn’t know would have thought he was an innate 

expert! 

A thought suddenly flashed through Shen Wanzhen’s mind, he couldn’t help but recall what Ji Feng had 

just said and couldn’t help but be slightly stunned, “Could it be that Ji Feng said that there was more 

than one young innate expert here …… he was talking about Zhang Lei?!” 

This was just too unbelievable! 

However, when Shen Wanzhen saw Shen Wanhe’s reaction, he was even more shocked. 

He only saw Shen Wanhe suddenly take a step forward, his right hand raised violently, and fiercely 

punched Zhang Lei’s fist, his punch, containing his humiliation and anger, and even extremely deep 

internal strength. 



Bang~~! 

Their fists collided, causing their bodies to shake at the same time, but Shen Wanhe stood still, while 

Zhang Lei took two steps back. 

After this punch, the strength of the two was immediately judged! 

“Good!” 

Zhang Lei shouted, his feet made a deep footprint on the ground as he steadied himself, a flush flashed 

across his face, obviously he was not lightly hit, but his eyes flashed with a strong battle intent as he 

shouted again and pounced again. 

Shen Wanhe, on the other hand, had a profoundly grave look on his face. 

The punch he had just thrown, which contained deep internal force, had not hurt Zhang Lei, but had 

only caused him to retreat two steps, which was unexpected. 

Seeing Zhang Lei pouncing again, a coldness flashed in Shen Wanhe’s eyes, and he said in his heart, 

“Since you want to die, you can’t blame me! 

The next moment, Shen Wanhe steeply pulled out his stance, because his left shoulder had already been 

broken by Ji Feng’s palm, so he hurriedly ran his whole body’s internal energy, coalesced on his right fist, 

and ruthlessly smashed his fist again. 

If my shoulder blade is broken, your hand will be broken too! 

Shen Wanhe was determined to break Zhang Lei’s hand, and he had the confidence to do so, because 

with this fist that contained his profound internal energy, even if a huge rock was placed in front of him, 

he would still be able to break it with one punch! 

Bang~~! 

Zhang Lei subconsciously ran his body’s bio-current rapidly, a reflex he had developed after being 

punched by Ji Feng countless times! 

However, he did not know that it was this conditioned reflex that caused his body to explode with an 

immense power that instantly stirred him up. 

Bang! 

This stirring force actually blocked Shen Wanhe’s next attack in a raw manner, forcing him to take a step 

back in a panic, looking at Zhang Lei with shock and amazement in his eyes. 

“Ha?!” 

Zhang Lei looked at his fist and surprisingly, it didn’t hurt at all, “I actually shook a hard punch with an 

Innate expert?!” 

“True, true qi outflows?!” 

At this moment, Shen Wanzhen, who was standing not far away and watching closely, was shocked 

beyond belief. 



The power that stirred out from Zhang Lei’s punch just now was definitely a manifestation of the 

outward release of true qi, just because the true qi he could outwardly release was still very weak and 

nowhere near as strong as Ji Feng’s true qi whip! 

But even so, it was still scary enough! 

“Zhang Lei is really a …… Innate expert?!” Shen Wanzhen was stunned by the scene in front of him, 

where the hell did these two little monsters come from? 

Both in their early twenties, and both actually were …… Innate experts?! 

“Innate experts?!” The group of Shen family’s children who were watching from the side at this time 

were even more shocked, another innate expert? 

“He, he is an innate expert?!” 

Shen Jiuming, who had already woken up from his coma, saw this scene and was also stunned when he 

heard the words of his grandfather, this young man was actually an innate expert? Then when he fought 

with himself before, if he had exerted his full strength …… Shen Jiuming shivered so violently that he 

almost dared not even think about going on. 

He knew that Zhang Lei had shown mercy before, otherwise, he was afraid that he would not even be 

alive now! 

Everyone else was also terrified, they then realised that the person they had spoken sarcastically to 

before was actually an Innate expert …… who had actually had the audacity to speak sarcastically and 

swear at an Innate expert? 

The fierce fight between Zhang Lei and Shen Wanhe continued, both of them understood each other’s 

strength, and each of them no longer had any reservations in their strikes. 

Shen Wanhe found that although the young man in front of him could occasionally burst out with great 

strength, most of the time, his hands and strength were still very young, so he should not have reached 

the realm of a Xiantian master, but could only occasionally exert a hint of the strength of a Xiantian 

master. 

But even so, Shen Wanhe did not dare to be too careless. Both young men were too eccentric and he 

had to be careful with them, or else his other shoulder might be broken too. 

This old dog was stronger than him, there was no doubt about that. However, Zhang Lei found that the 

weak bio-current in his body was able to bring out unexpected strength and could repel this old dog at 

the most crucial time. 

It was the hardest opportunity to have such an innate master as a sparring partner! 

Therefore, he fought without reservation! 

Both of them moved extremely swiftly and the battle was in full swing. 

When Ji Feng saw this scene, he smiled faintly, Lei Zi had not been beaten up for nothing during this 

period of time, his use of bio-currents had formed a kind of conditioned reflex. 



Maybe the old man would be the one to be taken down in the end! 

“Elder Shen, stop watching, it’s time for us to start!” Ji Feng looked at Shen Wanzhen with a smirk, 

“Please!” 

“Good, since little brother has bullied his way to the door ……” 

“Shut up!” 

Before Shen Wanzhen could finish his words, Ji Feng shouted violently and instantly smashed his leg 

over, so fast that people didn’t even react to what was going on, Ji Feng’s leg had already reached Shen 

Wanzhen’s ear. 

At once, Shen Wanzhen’s face changed slightly, and at the same time, with a single hand, he blocked Ji 

Feng’s whip leg, and at the same time, his foot had already kicked towards Ji Feng’s chest. 

Whew! 

Ji Feng violently swayed his body, dodging this kick from Shen Wanzhencai, and then laughed: “War, 

that’s right, don’t look for those bullshit reasons, defeat me, whatever you want to say, if you can’t beat 

me, I’ll trample you to death today!” 

Before the words left his mouth, Ji Feng pounced over once again. 

“Good!” Shen Wanzhen shouted angrily, after being lectured by Ji Feng again and again, he was holding 

his anger in his heart, so he planned to have a good meeting with this young expert at this moment. 

Bang Bang Bang …… 

The battle between Ji Feng and Shen Wanzhen went straight into the most white-hot stage as soon as it 

started. Both of them went all out, pulling out each other’s best moves, and the amazingly difficult and 

ruthless attacks came in waves after waves. 

The two men, one a lifelong veteran of the Pre-Celestial generation, the other a strong and powerful 

young man in his most productive years, fought fiercely against each other. 

After only a few moments, the two were almost invisible to the people around them, and all they could 

see was a blurred shadow shifting in front of their eyes. 

They could only see a blur of shadows shifting in front of their eyes. It was obvious how fast Ji Feng and 

Shen Wanzhen were moving! 

It was also at this time that Ji Feng finally understood how strong the strength of a true innate expert 

really was. 

Like that Shen Wanhe before, I’m afraid that in the ranks of the Innate experts, he wasn’t even the last 

rank, he couldn’t even block one of Ji Feng’s moves! 

However, Shen Wanzhen, who was now fighting with him, was different. 

This man was, indeed, a master! 



At least, Ji Feng would at most have a slight advantage if he didn’t use his True Qi Whip, but if he wanted 

to defeat Shen Wanzhen in a short period of time, that was simply impossible. 

From the outside of the game, Ji Feng’s movements were generally very small and were all completely 

one strong and harsh small move after another, while Shen Wanzhen, on the other hand, was a set-up 

of one coherent move after another. 

If you were hit by Ji Feng, you might be killed in one move. If you could dodge it, you would have time to 

breathe, but it was difficult to dodge it because he was too fast. 

And once you get hit by Shen Wanzhen’s move, even if it’s just a small blow, you won’t be able to slow 

down the momentum next, for example, if he points a finger at your stomach, the next move, he will hit 

your head in succession, because you will hold your stomach as if by reflex and your head will be 

stretched out …… 

It can be said that the two of them have their own differences in terms of moves, it is not possible to 

talk about whose moves are more powerful! 

However, Ji Feng still has his best move – bio-current! It’s also the true qi whip that Shen Wanzhen talks 

about! 

Chapter 1132 

In the Shen family’s backyard, the fierce fight continued, with violent shouts coming from time to time. 

The exchange of blows between Ji Feng and Shen Wanzhen was fierce and exciting, but unfortunately, 

no one present could see their movements clearly! 

However, Ji Feng himself knew that he had met his match today. 

In the past, whenever he encountered an enemy, basically no one could last a few moves under him, but 

Shen Wanzhen had lasted for almost ten minutes. 

Ten minutes of fierce fighting is a huge exertion for anyone, let alone someone who is already old. 

However, Shen Wanzhen was still holding on, even though his movements were obviously much slower, 

but he was still holding on as usual. 

Ji Feng’s movements, however, had not changed in the slightest, and this test was far worse for him 

than the test in the primeval forest in the training space. However, he still admired Shen Wanzhen for 

this persistence and endurance. 

This old man was really not shy when it came to fighting! 

Through the fight with Shen Wanzhen, it also made Ji Feng’s view of martial arts experts, change. 

There were real masters in the martial arts world! 

On the other side, Zhang Lei and Shen Wanhe’s fierce fight had likewise both slowed down. They were 

both originally not as strong as Shen Wanzhen, so naturally they could not last that long. 

But at this time, the month-long devilish training that Ji Feng had given Zhang Lei had come into play. 



The more tired he was, the more Zhang Lei was able to grit his teeth and persevere. Even though he had 

been beaten back by Shen Wanhe earlier, the bio-currents in his body would save his life at critical 

moments, allowing him to continue to persevere. 

Shen Wanhe, on the other hand, couldn’t, and his movements had obviously slowed down as well. 

“Old dog! Up there!” 

Zhang Lei suddenly shouted violently, which immediately shook Shen Wanhe, and Zhang Lei seized this 

opportunity tightly as he stirred up the bio-current in his entire body, and his body exploded with a 

terrifying force as he ruthlessly smashed his fist onto Shen Wanhe’s right shoulder. 

“Ugh!” 

Shen Wanhe immediately let out a muffled cry, and his entire body staggered backwards a few steps, his 

face flushed red, and he looked at Zhang Lei with immense annoyance, but he couldn’t lift up his two 

arms. 

“Little beast, taking advantage of someone’s danger!” Shen Wanhe cursed angrily. 

“Old dog, if you dare to curse one more time, I’ll waste you today! If you don’t believe me, just try it!” 

Zhang Lei snapped forward, scaring the latter into jerking back a few steps and looking at him warily. 

“Huh ……” 

Seeing Shen Wanhe’s stern look, Zhang Lei couldn’t help but laugh: “At such an old age, your mouth is 

still unclean, you’ve lived to the belly of a dog at such an old age!” 

“You ……” Shen Wanhe pointed at Zhang Lei, furious, unable to speak. 

However, no matter how annoyed he was, he really didn’t dare to curse a word, he had really 

experienced Zhang Lei’s might, and he believed that if he still cursed, Zhang Lei would really dare to 

continue to do it. But now both of his shoulders were broken and he was definitely no match for Zhang 

Lei. 

If he was really trampled under Zhang Lei’s feet in front of so many people, then he would really have to 

run his head over and die. 

“Humph!” 

Zhang Lei shook his head slightly, “Giving face to shame, you have to be smashed in the face before you 

understand!” 

Shen Wanhe, the second master of the Shen family, was said, and his face turned blue for a while, but 

he could only grit his teeth and pretend that he hadn’t heard it. This kid in front of him wouldn’t give 

him face, this was a little brute who said he would beat up! 

Seeing the second master Shen being scolded and not daring to say a word, the rest of the Shen family 

couldn’t help but have their faces burning hot, but none of them dared to stand out, they had all seen 

how powerful Zhang Lei and Ji Feng were, such experts, even if they were all put together, they were 

still no match! 



Look at that young man, even the Grand Master was beaten back by him, what was the use of the 

others going up there? 

Don’t look at him, but that’s because of his realm. I’m afraid that even if they went up to him, they 

wouldn’t be enough to slap the young man! 

For a moment, all the people of the Shen family could not help but feel a sense of shame …… 

The situation was already very clear when Shen Wanzhen and Ji Feng, who were fighting at this time, 

fought. 

Although Shen Wanzhen, the grandfather of the Shen family, was very strong in terms of realm and 

cultivation, and was only slightly disadvantaged and slightly inferior to Ji Feng in a hard fight, he was, 

after all, older and had far less stamina than Ji Feng, so after fighting for a while, he began to show signs 

of defeat. 

Bang! 

Shen Wanzhen threw a fierce punch, blocking Ji Feng’s attack, and then he took two fierce steps back 

and clasped his fist: “Little brother is strong and has a high level of cultivation, I, Shen Wanzhen, admit 

defeat!” 

“Ah?!” In a flash, the entire backyard was filled with cries of shock. 

The grand master had conceded defeat? 

All the people of the Shen family looked at Shen Wanzhen with dumbfounded expressions of disbelief 

written all over their faces. 

There were only two Xiantian experts in the Shen family, and the second master, Shen Wanhe, had lost 

badly, and was abused by Ji Feng and Zhang Lei in turn, so tragic that he had lost face to his family. 

And the eldest, Shen Wanzhen, who was strong and powerful, had not expected it, but now he was also 

…… 

Everyone in the Shen family suddenly had the panic of a building falling down, their pillar of strength, 

just being defeated, even, even the always majestic second master, could not be said to have been 

defeated, or could even be said to have been wildly abused! 

The defeat of the two old masters was tantamount to the entire Shen family being trampled underfoot! 

There were people present who had seen the whole thing from the beginning, such as Shen Jiucheng, 

such as the arrogant Shen Jiuming and that middle-aged woman from before, who also all looked at 

Zhang Lei and Ji Feng with trepidation, their minds suddenly recalling what they had said again. 

“I didn’t want to start a fight, you guys are too deceitful!” 

“I’m here today, just to visit Jing Yi’s parents and elders ……” 

“My brother, I can’t let people bully him for nothing, I want to take this out for him!” 

“Such a family, I don’t think Jing Yi should stay! If you piss me off, I’ll sweep up all of you trash!” 



“Beat them until they’re afraid! Beat away their sense of superiority and that so-called martial arts 

master’s demeanour!” 

…… 

Originally, those two young men’s bold words sounded to the people of the Shen family, but they were 

just a display of arrogance and ignorance of the sky, and they all had disdain in their hearts, and they all 

seemed to see the scene of these two little brutes being thrown out with broken legs. 

But now …… 

The two young men were intent on stepping on the face of their Shen family. 

In the martial arts world, the shadow of the law is very thin, strength is the main thing, whoever is 

strong is the one who is respected! 

Now Zhang Lei and Ji Feng, the two young men, had become untouchable existences in the eyes of a 

group of Shen family’s sons and daughters. 

The strength of these two men was simply too appalling! 

However, Ji Feng did not have the kind of mockery and sneer that he had after stepping over someone, 

because he knew very well that although Shen Wanzhen had lost, the defeat was not a disgrace. 

In fact, if Shen Wanzhen were to fight to the death, even Ji Feng did not dare to guarantee that he 

would be unharmed. If the two continued to fight, it would probably end in a lose-lose situation, and 

although Ji Feng would be less injured, he would probably be injured! 

Shen Wanzhen’s strength had truly been recognised by Ji Feng. 

“I admire Elder Shen for his old age and profound cultivation!” Ji Feng also followed the example of Shen 

Wanzhen, clasped his hands, bent slightly and said sincerely, “Frankly speaking, it’s the first time I’ve 

seen such cultivation and skill at the age of old master, I’m very impressed!” 

Shen Wanzhen shook his head and laughed: “No, I’m old …… and I’m not afraid to laugh at you, 

originally before I met you, I was still a bit proud of myself and thought I could at least be among the 

first-class experts, but now I realize that I was just sitting in a well and watching the sky, ridiculous, 

ridiculous! ” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly and didn’t say anything more. 

This Shen Wanzhen was not bad in everything else, whether it was strength, or character, all were okay. 

But there is only one thing that makes Ji Feng feel very dissatisfied, that is, this old man always likes to 

find some crowning excuses, for example, when fighting with him, the old man actually said that it was 

him and Zhang Lei that forced the Shen family to rebel …… 

Words such as these are what Ji Feng resents the most. 

Since you are all relying on force to bully people, don’t talk so much nonsense! 

This is also a person who is dead set on saving face! 



“Ugh! It’s getting old!” Shen Wan Zhen let out a long sigh, turned to look at Shen Jingyi and said, “Jingyi, 

you’ve found a good husband, your vision is better than grandpa’s!” 

“Grandpa ……” Shen Jingyi was surprised and hurriedly looked at Zhang Lei, but she saw that he was 

winking at her, and Shen Jingyi immediately let out a giggle. 

The two young people’s small movements naturally could not escape the eyes of Elder Shen, he nodded 

with a smile before saying aloud, “Listen up all the sons of the Shen family, today Jing Yi’s husband and 

the sons of my Shen family had a sparring session and passed the test, from now on, no one is allowed 

to gossip about the two of them, if there is any violation, they will be expelled from the family 

immediately!” 

All the sons and daughters of the Shen family looked at each other in astonishment, and then replied 

loudly, “Yes! Grand Master!” 

“All right, don’t stand around here, hurry up and carry all the injured people down for medical 

treatment, and also, take charge of arranging a banquet for Jing Yi’s husband and friends!” Elder Shen 

said loudly. 

“Yes!” 

Shen Jiuyuan immediately said, “I’ll go do it now!” 

As he said that, he gave a thumbs up to Shen Jiucheng and laughed in a low voice, “Big brother, what the 

old master said was really right, Jing Yi has good eyes! Look at how happy the old man is, our Shen 

family has two more terrifying innate experts at once ……” 

Shen Jiucheng, however, could not help but twitch the corners of his mouth a few times, his face was 

very complicated. 

“What’s wrong Jucheng, are you unhappy?” Shen Jingyi’s mother saw the scene in front of her and was 

likewise overjoyed for her daughter, but seeing her husband’s somewhat complicated expression, she 

couldn’t help but hurriedly ask. 

“This kid …… he has been acting like a breeze with me since he first arrived, that is simply to talk to me 

as an equal, and now this kid’s strength is so strong ……,” Shen Jiucheng somewhat helplessly said: “then 

afterwards in the end who is the father ah?!” 

Chapter 1133 

The two fierce battles finally came to an end when Elder Shen Wanzhen formally approved of Zhang Lei 

and Shen Jingyi’s affair. At the same time, the tense atmosphere between Ji Feng and Zhang Lei and the 

Shen family had finally eased off. 

In fact, even if the people of the Shen family were to get fed up with Ji Feng and Zhang Lei, they would 

not dare to say anything now. The fact that the two pillars of the family had been defeated was not an 

ordinary blow to them! 

Of course, Zhang Lei and Ji Feng didn’t want to get into too much trouble with the Shen family either. 



After all, this was Shen Jingyi’s family, and Shen Jingyi always had to have a home. In fact, if the Shen 

family’s people hadn’t gone too far, Ji Feng and Zhang Lei had intended to treat them with courtesy, and 

the fact that it had come to this now definitely had a great deal to do with the Shen family’s 

aggressiveness. 

However, it was all in the past now. 

After being defeated by Ji Feng, Shen Wanzhen had also finally put down that so-called face and 

decisively admitted to Zhang Lei and Shen Jingyi and informed the whole family. 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei naturally took it as it came, they wouldn’t go too far, as long as they got rid of the 

few guys who were jumping around the most, then there was no need for them to offend all the rest of 

them. After all, if things get too stagnant, Shen Jingyi will have a hard time getting caught in the middle. 

This is why from the start Zhang Lei intended to rely on his own skills to speak up, and not rely on his 

family history to press the Shen family. 

Afterwards, Shen Jiuyuan began to go and prepare the banquet, and Shen Wanzhen also warmly 

entertained Ji Feng and Zhang Lei. 

As for Shen Wanhe and the arrogant Shen Jiuming from before, as well as those chirping middle-aged 

women, part of them were carried away for medical treatment, and the other part, said to have gone 

away in disgrace. 

Even if these middle-aged women stayed here, it would be self-defeating, having insulted Zhang Lei 

before, they would not dare to stay here now, in case Zhang Lei did not treat them well, when the time 

came, it would be a small matter to look bad, if Zhang Lei expressed his displeasure with himself and 

others in front of the old man, maybe their interests in the family, would be damaged. 

In the end, whether it’s a martial arts family or an ordinary family, as long as it’s a big family, kinship has 

become very light, interests are the main thing at this point! 

Watching Shen Jiuming and others being carried away, Ji Feng and Zhang Lei also just shook their heads, 

these people, who usually boast of being experts, are really spoiled, in fact, these people are simply 

useless, can’t afford to lose, want to save face, but have little ability themselves, nor do they have that 

kind of belly, it’s really pathetic! 

For such people, since they had taught them a lesson, Zhang Lei and Ji Feng didn’t bother to pay 

attention to them. 

“Zhang Lei, little brother Ji, both please have a seat!” Shen Wanzhen smilingly invited Zhang Lei and Ji 

Feng to take their seats, while also present were Shen Jiucheng’s family, as well as the oldest three, 

Shen Jiuyuan, and several other middle-aged people. 

All of these people’s status was that of accompanying guests, but they didn’t dare to have the slightest 

dissatisfaction, and they all looked a little restrained in front of the two innate experts. 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei were not polite either, now the more polite they were, the more restrained the 

Shen family’s people were, which was not good. 



Since they had already fought and the Shen family had finally bowed their heads, what was left should 

be a harmonious mess. They’re here to steal a daughter-in-law, not to make enemies! 

So, a strange scene emerged. 

Before, there was a messy fight, but now there was harmony again, with glasses going back and forth, 

making the table look lively! 

Of course, the people from the Shen family didn’t mention the previous fierce battle, and naturally, Ji 

Feng and Zhang Lei wouldn’t mention it either. 

“Dare I ask which family does little brother Ji come from?” After three rounds of wine, Shen Wanzhen 

finally asked about Ji Feng’s origins. After all, such a young innate expert with such a high level of 

cultivation, that was really somewhat astonishing. 

Such a person must have come from some extremely powerful martial arts family. 

Who knows, but Ji Feng just shook his head and smiled and said, “Old master just call me by my name 

directly, as for talking about the family …… frankly speaking, I just feel my way through the practice 

myself, it’s not worth mentioning!” 

Shen Wanzhen then nodded with a smile and said, “Good then, let’s drink.” 

He knew that Ji Feng was reluctant to say this. But in reality, Ji Feng really practiced on his own by 

feeling around, other than that, he really didn’t have any master, and the intelligent brain only served as 

a guide. But these things, is unable to say to outsiders. 

“Then Zhang Lei ……” Shen Jiucheng is most concerned about Zhang Lei’s origin and origins, this is his 

daughter’s future husband, he always needs to know clearly. 

“Uncle Shen, I also do not come from any martial arts family, just someone in my family is an official, but 

that’s all.” Zhang Lei said with a smile, “Jing Yi and I, we also met in college, there is nothing special 

about our origins.” 

Shen Jiucheng, however, was a bit incredulous, a child from an ordinary family, could have such 

powerful kung fu? 

“Zhang Lei, I see that your cultivation level seems to be a bit unstable?!” Shen Wanzhen asked again, 

“You can occasionally burst out with the strength of a Xiantian expert, but in reality, your cultivation 

level has not reached the Xiantian realm, which is a bit strange!” 

Zhang Lei laughed, “That’s because my realm isn’t enough yet, I’ll stabilise after a while.” 

“What, you are very sure of hitting the Ascendant realm?” Shen Jiucheng asked in consternation. 

“Impact?!” 

Zhang Lei couldn’t help but be slightly stunned, and then he laughed, “Uncle Shen, I don’t understand 

what you mean, if this keeps on practicing, won’t it be the Ascended Realm?” 

Shen Wanzhen and the others were stunned, practicing all the way through? 



“Zhang Lei, when this Houtian promotes to the Ascendant, it is necessary to hit a barrier, depending on 

each person’s situation, this barrier is also different, don’t you have this barrier?” Shen Jiuyuan also 

asked in astonishment beyond measure. 

“I …… I don’t understand it too well.” 

Zhang Lei laughed and turned his head towards Ji Feng, laughing, “Crazy, it’s better for you to explain. I 

was taught all my kung fu by you.” 

He really didn’t know much about anything other than practicing bodybuilding until now, especially 

about martial arts. 

However, once he said this, Shen Wan Zhen and the others were shocked beyond belief, Zhang Lei’s 

kung fu was taught by Ji Feng? 

“That what, actually it’s like this ……” Ji Feng took over with a smile and said, “Lei Zi had been …… in 

cultivation before, and for martial arts things, not much contact. I will assist him when he promotes to 

Innate, so he doesn’t know what hurdles there are!” 

“So that’s how it is ……” 

Shen Wanzhen nodded his head, but he felt more and more that Ji Feng was really unfathomable, with 

his assistance, he was able to make Zhang Lei not even feel the barrier and successfully promoted to the 

Ascendant realm, this kind of ability, even those top Ascendant experts may not be able to do it! 

These two young men were really something! 

Shen Wanzhen felt that what they said today should not be the truth, there must be something hidden 

in the middle, we must find a way to find out later …… 

The next Shen Jiucheng, however, heard some flavor. 

Just now Zhang Lei said that his kung fu was all taught by Ji Feng, that means, Zhang Lei began to contact 

martial arts, are not too long …… 

ready to advance to the innate realm in a very short period of time? 

Shen Jingyi, who had been sitting next to her and hadn’t said anything, was even more shocked, she 

knew better than anyone when Zhang Lei had started practicing martial arts, in fact, Zhang Lei hadn’t 

practiced any martial arts at all, he had only started practicing Ji Feng’s set of body building exercises in 

the second semester of his freshman year! 

In other words, he had only spent a year or so before he was about to advance to the Xiantian realm! 

Shen Jingyi couldn’t help but be shocked beyond measure, this set of aerobics of Ji Feng’s was so 

amazing that it could send someone into the Ascended Realm in just over a year’s time! 

If one knew that in the martial arts world, some people might not even be able to reach the peak state 

of the late Houtian stage after a decade or two of cultivation, let alone occasionally being able to burst 

out of the innate realm, that was simply too much to think about! 



Only at this time did Shen Jingyi understand why Zhang Lei was so confident in only practicing the set of 

body-building exercises that Ji Feng had taught him, and not learning the gong methods that he had 

taught him. 

It turned out that the gap was really so great! 

Looking at Zhang Lei and Ji Feng’s demeanor, Shen Jingyi knew that they didn’t want to talk about this, 

so she just lowered her head and ate her food, and didn’t intend to speak either. 

After a few more small talk, Zhang Lei suddenly asked, “Grandpa Shen, the Tan family should also be in 

Lanjiang City, right?” 

“The Tan family?!” 

Shen Wanzhen and the others couldn’t help but be slightly stunned, and an embarrassed look flashed 

across the faces of Shen Jiucheng and a few other middle-aged people, the marriage between Tan 

Tianfeng and Shen Jingyi, Zhang Lei obviously knew about it, moreover, several people couldn’t eat what 

Zhang Lei’s purpose was in bringing up the Tan family now. 

“Tan family? You could also say it’s in Lanjiang City!” Shen Wanzhen said, “To say that when this 

marriage was set, it was actually out of ……” 

“Grandpa Shen don’t misunderstand!” Zhang Lei interrupted him with a smile and explained, “I asked 

the Tan family, not to mention the marriage between Tan Tianfeng and Jingyi, but to go around to the 

Tan family and find Tan Tianfeng!” 

“What?!” 

Shen Jiucheng and the others were instantly shocked, “You’re going to the Tan family to kick in the 

door?!” 

“Sort of!” Zhang Lei nodded with a calm expression and said, “A month ago, Tan Tianfeng did something 

in Jiangzhou that he shouldn’t have done, I’m going to settle this score with him!” 

“Zhang Lei, don’t be impulsive, frankly speaking, the Tan family’s strength is not something that our 

Shen family can match!” Shen Jiucheng hurriedly reminded. 

“No matter how strong they are, we’re going to go!” 

Ji Feng put down his chopsticks with a faint smile on his face, “Since Tan Tianfeng did it, he has to pay 

the price, whether the Tan Family is a dragon’s den or not, we have to barge in!” 

He smiled faintly, “I’ve said it a long time ago, my brother, won’t be bullied that easily!” 
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“Little Brother Ji, Zhang Lei, I know that you are indeed of extraordinary skill, and that you naturally 

don’t need to put ordinary clans in your eyes! But, the Tan Family is not an ordinary family!” Shen 

Jiucheng frowned and said, “The Tan family has many experts, and there are many of them, they are 

definitely not comparable to ordinary martial arts families!” 



Zhang Lei nodded and smiled, “I know this, but no matter how strong the Tan family is, what we should 

do, we always have to do.” 

“Ji Feng, you guys keep saying that Tan Tianfeng did something in Jiangzhou that he shouldn’t have 

done, what exactly did he do?” Shen Jingyi suddenly opened her mouth and asked, this was what she 

was most concerned about. 

As soon as Zhang Lei and Ji Feng said that Tan Tianfeng had caused trouble in Jiangzhou, Shen Jingyi 

understood that Tan Tianfeng must have directly messed with Zhang Lei and the others, otherwise, they 

wouldn’t have been so insistent on going to the Tan family to settle the score with Tan Tianfeng! 

Moreover, Tan Tianfeng must have done something outrageous to make Zhang Lei and Ji Feng so angry. 

“It’s nothing, it’s just a fight with him.” Zhang Lei laughed. 

Ji Feng, however, hummed, “Did something? Jing Yi, this ex-fiancé of yours is something, just the day Lei 

Zi and Lao Du sent you off, Tan Tianfeng directly blocked outside the airport and beat them both up, 

although they weren’t hurt much, but …… huh …… ” 

He sneered and did not continue. 

At first, Tan Tianfeng was most hateful in two ways. The first was that he had extremely humiliated 

Zhang Lei, even threatening to smash his face in! If the police hadn’t arrived, I’m afraid that Du Shaofeng 

and Zhang Lei would have broken their arms and legs, that’s all very possible, one could even say for 

sure! 

Secondly, after injuring Zhang Lei, Tan Tianfeng had left a true qi on his shoulder. With this move, he 

clearly wanted to nullify Zhang Lei! 

Based on these two points alone, this bastard Tan Tianfeng deserved to die! 

As Ji Feng had said before, he would never let his brother be bullied for nothing, no matter who the 

other party was or how strong they were! 

“What?!” 

Shen Jingyi, however, exclaimed in shock, an angry look flashing across her pretty face, “Ji Feng, you said 

Tan Tianfeng beat up Zhang Lei and Du Shaofeng outside the airport?” 

“More than just beat them up ……” Ji Feng said coldly, “If it wasn’t for the police coming over, if I hadn’t 

found it in time, whether Zhang Lei’s arm could have been saved, that’s all still up in the air! ” 

“How can he do this!” 

Shen Jingyi said angrily, “Tan Tianfeng is just too much!” 

“That’s why we’re going to meet this young Tan, to see where he got this backbone from!” Ji Feng said 

with a cold smile. 

At this moment, Shen Wanzhen, Shen Jiucheng, Shen Jiuyuan and the others who were present here 

were shocked and anxious. 



They were not shocked that Tan Tianfeng had beaten Zhang Lei, the Tan family’s character, Shen 

Wanzhen and others still know, they beat people, that is more than normal, there is nothing to surprise 

people. 

What they were stunned by was actually something else. 

What were these young men talking about? 

Tan Tianfeng had beaten up Zhang Lei and that person called Du Shaofeng? And …… not too long ago?! 

From the conversation between Ji Feng and the others, they could all hear that it seemed that just a 

short while ago, Zhang Lei and another person, both of them together, were not yet Tan Tianfeng’s 

opponent! 

This also meant that it was within this short period of time that Zhang Lei’s strength had suddenly 

increased rapidly, to the point where he could even retreat with his entire body under the attack of a 

real Xiantian expert! Isn’t this rate of progress a little too frightening?! 

“Junior Brother Ji, what you guys are talking about, is it something that happened when Jing Yi was on 

summer vacation?” Shen Wanzhen asked hesitantly. 

Ji Feng nodded and smiled, “That’s right, the day Zhang Lei and my other friend sent Jing Yi back, Tan 

Tianfeng sent someone to spy on them, and after that, blocked them at the entrance of the airport ……” 

Shen Wanzhen and the others’ faces were instantly wonderful, both dismayed and shocked, to name a 

few …… 

If it is according to Ji Feng’s statement, it has only been a month since Shen Jingyi returned home, right? 

Then if that’s the case, Zhang Lei wasn’t a match for Tan Tianfeng a month ago, but now, he’s become so 

terrifying! 

The speed at which Zhang Lei’s strength has increased is really …… 

When they thought about the fact that Zhang Lei’s strength had all been improved by Ji Feng’s guidance, 

Shen Wanzhen and the others looked at Ji Feng with an even more shocked expression. 

Even the top class of innate martial artists in the martial arts world would definitely not allow someone 

to make such a horrific progress in just a month’s time! This Ji Feng, just how powerful is he?! 

“Zhang Lei, Ji Feng, what Tan Tianfeng did was indeed excessive, simply deceiving people too much!” 

Shen Jingyi clenched her silver teeth and said in a hateful voice, then, she had shook her head and said, 

“But, it’s also a bit presumptuous for you guys to just go straight to the Tan family, the Tan family is so 

strong that you can’t imagine, their family can definitely be said to be full of experts!” 

“Jing Yi, you should stop saying that, I must go to the Tan family!” Zhang Lei said firmly, “I have to 

properly go and thank Tan Tianfeng ah. If it wasn’t for him, I wouldn’t have been able to possess such 

strength in such a short period of time, how can I forget his great kindness?!” 

Shen Jingyi could not help but be silent, she had already seen Zhang Lei’s stubbornness and naturally 

knew that since Zhang Lei had already decided to go, it would be difficult for her to stop him. 



“Tell us about the Tan family, like how many experts there are in the Tan family, especially how many 

Innate experts there are ……” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 

“Little brother Ji, since you insist on going to the Tan family, then I’ll tell you in detail.” Shen Wanzhen 

said, “The Tan family’s situation is extremely different from the Shen family, in the martial world, the 

Tan family is still a very prominent family, especially because there are many strong people in the 

family.” 

“The current head of the Tan Family, Tan Guangfeng, is an Ascended Master, and the elders below, also 

have two Ascended Masters.” Shen Wan Zhen said, “But that’s not the main thing, what’s really strong is 

that the Tan Family’s previous old family head is still alive, and there are also a few elders from the 

previous generation who are also alive, these people, are all Innate masters, and they are first class 

masters in the Innate realm!” 

“Oh?!” 

Ji Feng frowned slightly and asked, “Elder Shen, what you’re saying is that there are actually two groups 

of experts in the Tan Family, one from the older generation and one from the current one, right?” 

“That’s right, these are the two topmost batches of Tan Family experts!” Shen Wan Zhen nodded and 

said, “The current family head and those few elders are not too strong, if you fight alone, you can even 

handle them, but if they come together, then little brother you can ……” 

“What about the …… older generation?” Ji Feng asked again. 

“Unfathomable!” Shen Wan Zhen said, “When I had just advanced to the innate realm, I once sparred 

with the Tan family’s old family head of the previous generation, at that time, although neither side did 

their best, I knew that I couldn’t go more than ten moves in his hands!” 

“Oh?!” Ji Feng really took it seriously this time, “What about now?” 

Shen Wanzhen’s strength itself was already strong enough, if even he couldn’t survive ten moves in the 

other party’s hands, then this old family head of the Tan family was really a rather tricky figure! 

“Now? ……” 

Shen Wanzhen deliberated for a moment before saying, “Right now, this old family head of the Tan 

family, I’m afraid, is even stronger, little brother Ji, it’s not that I don’t think highly of you, according to 

my estimation, if you go up against him …… the chances of winning aren’t great!” 

“Even with the addition of your True Qi Whip, the chances of winning are likewise not great!” Shen 

Wanzhen said. 

“In fact, the Tan family isn’t just these experts!” Shen Jiucheng picked up, “Apart from the family head 

and elders, their second generation children, and third generation children, all have experts, moreover, 

the Tan family also runs a school of arts and martial arts, which also has no shortage of experts ……” 

“Those don’t matter!” Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “As long as they are not afraid to die, they can all 

go on!” 



What he cared about was just how many Xiantian realm experts the Tan family had, these people, were 

the most terrifying major fighting force, the others couldn’t even pose much of a threat to him, 

especially under Ji Feng’s one hit kill technique, they wouldn’t even have time to resist. 

However, the fact that there were so many Xiantian martial artists in the Tan Family was beyond Ji 

Feng’s expectations. With so many innate experts together, it was definitely a terrifying battle force. 

More importantly, so many Innate experts were extremely disadvantageous to Ji Feng. 

This was because what Ji Feng was most adept at was sneak attacks, assaults and one-hit kills. For this 

kind of group battle where you are fighting one against many, Ji Feng’s strength will definitely be limited 

in its use. 

Although in the training space, Ji Feng had practiced this kind of training more than once, killing the 

main character of the opponent in the midst of many opponents and then leaving calmly, but training is 

training, there is still a certain difference between actual combat and training. 

Especially in the face of so many innate experts, the slightest mistake could be the end of the line! 

“Ji Feng, Zhang Lei, the Tan family is really strong, I think you should reconsider, there must be a better 

way than this direct kick to the door!” Shen Jingyi persuaded, the Tan family was indeed too strong, and 

with just Ji Feng and Zhang Lei on this side, if they just rashly barged in, they would definitely be the 

ones to lose out when the time came! 

“Yes, little brother Ji, Zhang Lei, it’s not a shame to hold back for the time being, a great man can bend 

and stretch, there’s always a chance!” Shen Jiucheng also followed suit and said. 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei looked at each other, and then, with a slight smile, they said in unison, “Go!” 

Immediately, the two then laughed out loud. 

So what if the Tan family had many experts, so what if they were powerful! 

If you are bullied and don’t even dare to say a fart, is that still considered a man? At least, Zhang Lei and 

Ji Feng would not swallow this anger so much. 

Besides, Ji Feng knew very well that as long as this matter worked well, they didn’t have the slightest 

chance of winning! 

“Go!” 

Ji Feng directly stood up and said, “Go to the Tan family!” 

“Taking advantage of the alcohol, you don’t know the pain when you get beaten up!” Zhang Lei also 

laughed harshly and stood up. 

Just then, a child of the Shen family hurriedly ran over and said in a panic, “Grand Master, an elder of 

the Tan family has brought someone here, saying that he wants to meet Jingyi’s boyfriend ……” 
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“What?!” 



Shen Jiucheng was immediately slightly stunned, “The Tan Family’s elders are here?” 

“Yes, he’s waiting in the living room right now!” The son of the Shen family nodded and said, “He’s 

inviting grand master over!” 

“This is a bad comer!” 

Shen Wanzhen couldn’t help but shake his head and said, “The Tan family has heard the wind, they 

actually sent an elder over, I’m afraid they want to see how we handle the matter of Jingyi …… They’re 

asking for a statement!” 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei glanced at each other and both saw the cold flicker in each other’s eyes, an elder 

of the Tan family ah, should be a Xiantian expert. 

If he could be nullified, then for the Tan Family, there would be one less battle force, and for Ji Feng and 

Zhang Lei, there would be one less threat. After all, an innate expert, that was no laughing matter. No 

amount of Houtian martial artists put together could be as strong as the combat power of an innate 

expert. 

“There’s no escape from it, since things happen you always have to face them!” Ji Feng smiled faintly, 

“Elder Shen, you guys wait here now, Lei Zi and I will go and throw this so-called Zhang Lei out!” 

“Wait a minute!” 

Shen Wanzhen was startled and said in a panic: “Little Brother Ji, Zhang Lei, you guys take it easy for 

now, we can discuss this matter in the long run ……” 

Before he could finish his words, he was interrupted by Ji Feng. 

“Elder Shen, you don’t need to worry, this matter me and Zhang Lei will take it all down, it will definitely 

not implicate the Shen family!” Ji Feng said indifferently, “If the Tan family pursues the matter, then say 

that this fellow Zhang Lei was too brutal and unreasonable, not only did he defeat the entire Shen 

family’s experts, but he also snatched your granddaughter away!” 

He grinned, “If the Tan Family wants trouble, let them come to me and Zhang Lei!” 

Although it was in fact true that Zhang Lei and Ji Feng had defeated all the experts of the Shen Family, if 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei didn’t say anything, the people of the Shen Family would definitely not say 

anything to the outside world, after all, it was not something honorable for a huge family to be beaten 

by two youngsters! 

But if this was used as an excuse, it would allow the Shen family to speak up in front of the Tan family, 

and all the blame could be put on Ji Feng and Zhang Lei. 

But in that case, the Shen family would be losing face. 

However, if the people of the Shen family were given a choice between being blamed by the Tan family 

and losing face, I believe the people of the Shen family would make the most appropriate choice. 

And when Ji Feng said this, he was actually a bit displeased with Shen Wanzhen. 



This old man, not only was he dead set on saving face, but he was also not that bold, and once he heard 

that the elders of the Tan family had arrived, he immediately panicked a little. 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei were about to go to the Tan Family to kick in the door, and now that such an elder 

had come, it would have no effect on them. It was just as well, instead, they could take this opportunity 

to abolish this elder of the Tan family, so that the Tan family could first suffer a bit of flesh pain, and 

then go to the Tan family afterwards, which would be less stressful. 

Hearing Ji Feng’s words, a trace of embarrassment flashed across Shen Wanzhen’s old face, but Ji Feng 

didn’t even wait for him to say anything before he directly stood up and walked out in big strides. 

Shen Wanzhen instantly shook his head with a bitter smile and also followed in stride. Shen Jiucheng 

and Shen Jiuyuan, among others, also followed. 

The Shen family villa was divided into two levels of courtyards, and further back in the backyard, there 

was another courtyard. Ji Feng and the others were having the banquet in the back courtyard, while the 

Tan family elders were waiting in the living room in the front courtyard. 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei also walked into the living room of one courtyard, when they heard a mid-spirited 

voice coming from inside the living room. 

“Brother Wan Zhen has become more and more imposing lately, ordinary people can’t see him easily 

yet!” The voice sounded as if a middle-aged man was speaking, with a mid-spirited voice, but the words 

were full of ridicule. 

Obviously, this person was sarcastically sticking up for Shen Wanzhen. 

Shen Wanzhen, who was following closely behind, frowned slightly, but quickly relaxed again and 

walked in slowly. 

“Brother Guangqiang, what a long time no see!” Shen Wanzhen walked in with a smile and cupped his 

fist, “I have some family matters to take care of, so I hope you’ll forgive me if I’m not far away!” 

“You have something to take care of at home? Brother Wan Zhen is joking, right? I think you are not 

dealing with family matters, but rather entertaining your new son-in-law, right?” The man named Guang 

Qiang said with a smile, “The whole of Lanjiang has heard that the Shen family’s son-in-law has arrived, 

and I heard that he is also a young and handsome man, so I wonder where he is, and let me come to pay 

my respects?” 

These words were a bit strong, and they were also very over the top. 

For an elder of a family to actually say that he was going to pay a visit to the Shen family’s grandson-in-

law, and to use the word pay a visit, these were clearly provocative words, and, not just against the Shen 

family, but also against the Shen family’s grandson-in-law! 

“Hehe ……” 

Shen Wan Zhen, however, laughed cheerfully, “Brother Guang Qiang is joking, that little fellow is a junior 

no matter what, it’s only right that he should come to pay his respects to you!” 

“I wouldn’t dare to!” 



As soon as he heard that, that Brother Guangqiang’s voice sank, and seemed to be vaguely angry. 

However, what Shen Wanzhen said caused Ji Feng to raise an eyebrow and couldn’t help but lose his 

smile slightly. No matter what, what this Shen Wanzhen said was decent. At least, he was 

acknowledging in front of that elder of the Tan family that Zhang Lei was Shen Jingyi’s boyfriend and the 

Shen family’s granddaughter-in-law. 

This was tantamount to officially acknowledging Zhang Lei’s identity, and it was tantamount to officially 

informing the Tan Family that my Shen Family’s granddaughter already had a boyfriend! 

Then, the words that followed were naturally meant to say that my family, Shen Jingyi, and your family, 

Tan Tianfeng, would have nothing to do with each other. However, since the first words had already 

been said, then there was no need to say the words after that. 

“This old fellow, he finally has some bearing!” Zhang Lei couldn’t help but hum. 

Ji Feng laughed: “All right, it’s already pretty good that he made it this far, so you guys shouldn’t count 

so much ……” 

In fact, strictly speaking, one couldn’t blame Shen Wanzhen for being so put out of his guts. In fact Ji 

Feng can also understand him, if the Tan family is really as powerful as Shen Wanzhen said, then Shen 

Wanzhen must be deterred by the Tan family’s accumulated prestige, and for the sake of the entire 

family, he has to be scrupulous …… 

Now that Shen Wan Zhen is able to directly acknowledge Zhang Lei’s identity in front of this Guang 

Qiang, it actually speaks volumes about his attitude. 

It’s just that it’s really a bit difficult to want to be hard in front of someone you’ve been afraid of for a 

long time. 

“Let’s not talk about that, let’s go in and meet this guy!” Zhang Lei hummed, “Didn’t he want to pay me 

a visit? I’ll give him that chance!” 

Ji Feng shook his head at once and smiled, walking into the lobby side by side with Zhang Lei. 

“Brother Wan Zhen, invite that granddaughter-in-law of yours out, I’d like to see where he can be better 

than my family Tian Feng, to make Brother Wan Zhen so happy that he would go out of his way to 

betray his trust for him!” The voice of the one called Guang Qiang had become very unpleasant. 

“There’s no need to shout, I’m already here!” Zhang Lei walked straight into the lobby and said aloud, 

“Who was it that said he wanted to pay me a visit? I’ll give him that chance! It’s just that I don’t 

remember when there was another junior!” 

Ji Feng’s gaze, on the other hand, fell on a chair on the right side, where an old man with white hair was 

sitting with a gloomy face, and when he heard Zhang Lei’s words, he instantly looked over with a 

lightning-like gaze, very sharp, as if he wanted to penetrate Zhang Lei’s body. 

Seeing Zhang Lei and Ji Feng enter, and hearing these words from Zhang Lei, this old man’s face 

suddenly turned fiercely cold and he snorted angrily. 



“The little beast is too unbridled! Where did the wild children come from, they have no upbringing at 

all!” This old man turned his head to look at Shen Wanzhen, “Brother Wanzhen, these two little brutes 

are from the Shen family?” 

“Old dog no need to talk so much nonsense, I am Shen Jingyi’s boyfriend!” Zhang Lei sneered, “I was just 

saying that I was going to go to the Tan Family to settle the score with that bastard Tan Tianfeng, but I 

didn’t expect you to just pop up, that saves me from running!” 

“Swish!” 

A cold light flashed in that old man’s eyes as he stood up violently and roared lowly, “The little beast is 

too unbridled! There are things born and not raised, since you are so uneducated, I will teach you a good 

lesson for your parents!” 

As soon as the words left his mouth, he was instantly about to slap over. 

“…… Holy shit you old man!” Zhang Lei took a look and instantly his face was incomparably gloomy as he 

cursed angrily, “Doggone it, all of you Tan family members like to swing slaps? I’ll chop your dog paws 

off for you!” 

At that moment, Shen Wanzhen shouted, “Don’t do anything!” 

Before Shen Wanzhen’s words even fell, he dodged and stepped in between the old man and Zhang Lei, 

blocking them with one palm and the other. 

“Brother Guangqiang, Zhang Lei, you both calm down, don’t make a move!” Shen Wan Zhen said in a 

loud voice, “All of you give me, the old man, face, sit down first, don’t make a move!” 

“Little beast, you’re lucky to have Shen Wan Zhen protecting you today!” The old man coldly glared at 

Zhang Lei. 

Zhang Lei, however, frowned and said in a deep voice, “Old dog, if you dare to curse one more time, I 

will immediately make you sprawl like a dead dog on the spot, try it if you don’t believe me!” 

“You ……” 

The old man was just about to speak when he was interrupted by Shen Wanzhen, “Brother Guangqiang, 

calm down, please allow me to say a few words!” 

“Zhang Lei, you also say less, sit down immediately!” Shen Wanzhen said as he kept giving Zhang Lei a 

wink, really because he didn’t know whether Zhang Lei would give him this face or not, and whether he 

would listen to him. 

Zhang Lei coldly stared at the old man before taking a step back with a sullen face. 

The two finally did not make a move and were stopped by Shen Wanzhen. Ji Feng looked at the side and 

shook his head secretly, Shen Wanzhen was still afraid of things, otherwise, just now would have been a 

great opportunity to make a move, but now, he could only find another opportunity. 



“Shen Wanzhen, Jing Yi’s previous marriage with Tianfeng was set by you and our family head 

personally, right?” The old man said coldly, “But now your Shen family has reneged on your promise, do 

you really think that my Tan family is such a good bully?!” 

“I think you, Shen Wan Zhen, should give me, give our Tan Family an explanation!” The old man said 

with danger in his voice. 
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“I think you, Shen Wanzhen, should give me, and our Tan family, an explanation!” The old man said with 

a dangerous voice. 

Listening to the old man’s words full of threats, Ji Feng and Zhang Lei didn’t take them seriously at all, 

they just casually found chairs next to them and sat down, they each lit a cigarette and smoked leisurely. 

Now Ji Feng and Zhang Lei have said what they should say and done what they should do, the rest 

depends on Shen Wanzhen’s performance. 

Shen Wanzhen also understands this, Zhang Lei and Ji Feng, the two of them, have made their attitude 

clear. These two young men are now at loggerheads with the Tan family and will soon be kicking in the 

doors of the Tan family. Then at this time the Tan family’s elders came to the door, and still looked so 

aggressive, asking himself to give him an explanation …… 

  

In fact, it is also true that if Shen Wanzhen can be tough at this time, then Zhang Lei and Ji Feng will 

naturally not watch the Tan family bully the Shen family and do nothing about it. But if Shen Wanzhen 

wants to shrink and hide, then the Tan family’s anger will be directed at Zhang Lei and Ji Feng …… 

If that’s the case, then I’m afraid that’s the end of the relationship between the Shen family and Zhang 

Lei in the future. 

These thoughts quickly flashed through Shen Wanzhen’s mind as he smiled and said, “Brother 

Guangqiang, don’t get angry in a hurry first, you have to listen to my explanation first ……” 

After a pause, Shen Wanzhen continued to explain, “Brother Guangqiang is right, Jing Yi’s boyfriend has 

indeed come to the Shen family, it is this little brother in front of him, named Zhang Lei. Brother 

Guangqiang should also know that children nowadays are like that, they start to fall in love early, not to 

mention that they are still in college and they are not even young anymore ……” 

“Shen Wan Zhen, what do you mean by that?” When that old man heard Shen Wanzhen say this, his 

face suddenly turned gloomy. 

“In fact, my meaning is very simple, these two small children love each other, we as old people should 

not interfere too much, right?” Shen Wanzhen laughed and said, “I heard from Jing Yi that Tian Feng’s 

son also went to school to look for Jing Yi, but the two of them couldn’t get along, so there’s no point in 

forcing them to be together, so it’s better to do it this way, so that all can be happy, what does Brother 

Guang Qiang think?” 

“All’s well that ends well? 



The old man frowned and sneered, “Shen Wanzhen, did you think about this in your head before you 

said those words? You are happy with your answers, but what about my family’s Tianfeng? I can tell you, 

the marriage between Tianfeng and Jingyi was promised by you yourself at the beginning, you are now 

doing this, you are reneging on your word, your Shen family doesn’t even want to lose face ……” 

“Tan Guangqiang!” 

Shen Wan Zhen was rebuked by that old man so in your face, and his face could not help but look a little 

gloomy: “At the beginning, the marriage between Tian Feng and Jing Yi was only mentioned verbally, 

and it was only of a joking nature, so there is no talk of betrayal of trust, right? Moreover, Tan 

Guangfeng also said that if Jingyi could really find a handsome young man, the matter would be 

dismissed! Now, you don’t seem to be in any position to question me, do you?” 

“Good! Very well!” 

The old man named Tan Guangqiang smiled coldly at his words, “Shen Wanzhen, not only was it agreed 

verbally in the first place, or in some other form, it was an agreement between the two parties, since 

you are so sophomoric, then I can’t say anything ……” 

He sneered, “However, the boyfriend that Shen Jingyi found, whether he is a young handsome man or 

not, is not up to your family to decide!” 

“Then what do you expect?!” Shen Wan Zhen asked in a deep voice. 

“If you want to prove that your granddaughter’s son-in-law is a young handsome man, even better than 

my family Tan Tianfeng, the way is very simple!” Tan Guangqiang sneered, “Let him go to my Tan family 

to be tested, and use his abilities to prove that he is indeed a young handsome man who can be worthy 

of Shen Jingyi!” 

“And what if we can’t prove it! Or, what if we don’t go?!” Shen Wanzhen’s brow furrowed as he asked in 

a deep voice. Going to the Tan family to be tested, it was clear that the Tan family’s people wanted to 

deal with Zhang Lei ah, and still talking about a test …… 

“If you can’t prove it, then this little beast is a liar and deserves to be killed.” Tan Guangqiang looked at 

Shen Wanzhen sorrowfully and swept a glance at Zhang Lei and Ji Feng sitting not far away, sneering, 

“But if you don’t go, then it’s your Shen family deliberately reneging on their trust in order to put the 

blame on them, when the time comes, my Tan family will not stop there, no one can tease the Tan 

family at will!” 

“Shen Wan Zhen, I believe you should make a wise choice, right?” Tan Guangqiang laughed sorrowfully, 

“You wouldn’t want to see the Shen Family gradually removed from the martial arts family, or even 

reduced to nothing, would you?” 

Shen Wanzhen’s face changed slightly, the threat in Tan Guangqiang’s words could not be more obvious. 

However, Shen Wanzhen knew that if the Tan family really wanted to deal with the Shen family, then 

the Shen family was really unable to resist. Whether in terms of force or financial power, the Tan 

family’s power was far greater than the Shen family’s. Once the two sides started a full-scale conflict, it 

would definitely be a great problem for the Shen family! 



If they could marry the Tan family, the benefits would be obvious! 

But the problem now was that Zhang Lei’s performance was too amazing, and Shen Wanzhen was too 

satisfied with this young man. Moreover, just a moment ago he had invited Zhang Lei and Ji Feng to a 

banquet, and now he was turning his back on them with his mouth open, such capricious and shameless 

behaviour, Shen Wanzhen, who was good at saving face, could not really do it! 

However, with Tan Guangqiang’s threat, Shen Wanzhen really had to think about it. 

Not far away, near the door, Ji Feng and Zhang Lei were sitting on chairs. When they heard the 

conversation between Shen Wanzhen and Tan Guangqiang, they glanced at each other and could not 

help but smile knowingly. 

Now Shen Wanzhen was obviously in a dilemma, but the more this time comes, the more one can tell 

what a person is really thinking! 

Therefore, Ji Feng and the two of them did not say anything, but just sat leisurely in their chairs and 

smoked, but in their eyes, this Tan Guangqiang, in front of them, was already an invalid as well. 

Since this old man had come, then he wouldn’t want to return to the Tan family properly! 

“Crazy man, leave it to me to do it?!” Zhang Lei took a drag of his cigarette and asked in a low voice. 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “Don’t mess around, this man should be very strong, you’re no match 

for him, it’s better to save your strength for when you go to the Tan Family to beat up Tan Tianfeng!” 

“The time is too tight!” 

Zhang Lei couldn’t help but shake his head regretfully, “If I was given a few more months, I should be 

able to go a few moves with these innate experts, right? Now, it’s just a matter of dealing with those 

little minions!” 

“Be content with yourself!” Ji Feng burst out laughing, “You think there are so many Innate experts 

everywhere? There aren’t many Xiantian experts in the Tan family, but there are many Houtian martial 

artists all over the place. With your strength, if you want to beat someone up, you can do it at will.” 

“That’s true, when we get to the Tan family, you deal with those Innate experts, I’ll take care of those 

Houtian martial artists ……” 

“Shut up!” 

Before Zhang Lei could finish his words, Tan Guangqiang suddenly bellowed and glared over angrily, 

“Two little brutes, no upbringing at all!” 

“Put your mother’s fart!” 

Zhang Lei was instantly furious, “I think you’re the old dog who has no upbringing, it’s none of your 

business if I’m talking here!” 

“Hoo~~!” 



Tan Guangqiang was instantly furious, he stood up with a start and snorted angrily, “Little beast, since 

you want to die, I’ll make you whole!” 

Before the words left his mouth, Tan Guangqiang suddenly rushed forward and was about to slash 

Zhang Lei’s body with one leg. 

Ji Feng immediately clenched his palm into a fist, ready to waste this old thing, but just then, a strong 

wind suddenly came, and at the same time, a violent shout came. 

“Tan Guangqiang! You bully people too much!” 

Bang~~! 

Shen Wanzhen kicked Tan Guangqiang’s leg, both of them had extremely terrifying strength and 

profound internal force, but Shen Wanzhen was attacking the unprepared with intention, and 

immediately the kick made Tan Guangqiang’s body tremble, stumbling on his feet, and he quickly took a 

few steps backwards, almost not falling to the ground! 

“Shen Wanzhen!” 

Tan Guangqiang stared angrily at Shen Wanzhen, his face unbearably ugly, “Does your Shen family really 

want to be an enemy of the Tan family?!” 

“My Shen family has never wanted to make enemies with anyone, but Zhang Lei is my future grandson-

in-law, so you scolded him with your mouth and hit him with your hands, isn’t that too disrespectful to 

our Shen family? Isn’t that too much of a bully?” 

“Ha!” 

Tan Guangqiang snorted and sneered, “In that case, you are really determined to have this 

granddaughter-in-law of yours?” 

“That’s right!” Shen Wan Zhen nodded his head and said firmly, “The Shen family’s affairs, my 

granddaughter’s affairs, don’t need outsiders to worry about yet! Tan Guangqiang, no more sending 

off!” 

After saying these words, Shen Wanzhen knew that the Shen family and the Tan family had really 

broken up, but it suddenly seemed as if his heart was much lighter, he no longer had any worries. 

“Good! Very good!” 

Tan Guangqiang laughed in anger, “Shen Wanzhen, you will be responsible for this statement!” 

After saying that, he turned around and left! 

“Stand still!” 

Zhang Lei stood up at once and blocked the doorway, “Old dog, you’ve scolded me three times and you 

want to leave just like that?!” 

“Little beast ……” 



Tan Guangqiang was furious and opened his mouth to curse, but before he could finish his words, he 

suddenly saw another young man next to him storm up and smash his fist fiercely over. 

“Seeking death!” 

Tan Guangqiang was instantly shocked, and immediately, with unbridled anger, he also smashed his fist 

at Ji Feng. 

“Bang~~!” 

The two’s fists instantly clashed together, and in the next moment, a heart-breaking pain instantly swept 

through Tan Guangqiang’s entire body, his face changed drastically, he muffled a sound and stomped 

back. 

“You …… how …… do you ……” 

Tan Guangqiang looked at Ji Feng in shock, how did this young man have such a strong internal strength 

cultivation, he actually broke his hand bone with one punch! 

“Old thing, we were just about to go to the Tan family to sneak around, since you’re here, let’s get some 

interest on you first!” Ji Feng approached Tan Guangqiang step by step and sneered, “Didn’t you want to 

beat my brother to death? Now I’ll give you this chance, come on!” 
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“Kid, what are you from?!” Looking at Ji Feng who had a teasing face in front of him, Tan Guangqiang’s 

face was very ugly. 

He had actually had his hand broken by a brat, and he had been humiliated in such a way, something he 

had never experienced before, it was simply a great shame! 

However, Tan Guangqiang did not dare to move and spoke cautiously, because the intense pain in his 

hand had made him understand that this brat in front of him was different from ordinary youngsters, he 

was at least an Innate Master! 

When he thought of this, Tan Guangqiang’s heart couldn’t help but be shocked, he had never heard of 

such a young Xiantian master before! 

“Kid, name your master, I may know your elders too!” Tan Guangqiang said in a deep voice, “Don’t let 

the big water wash over the Dragon King Temple, if it’s an old acquaintance, maybe I can look at the face 

of your master discipline and not pursue the matter today!” 

Although Tan Guangqiang was arrogant, he was not stupid. 

For such a young innate expert, he would not believe it to death if he said that he did not have a 

powerful master discipline. Then, how powerful would a sect that could produce such a strong expert 

be? 

Therefore, Tan Guangqiang was somewhat scandalised. 

And he also realised that he had probably kicked the bucket today and had provoked an extremely 

strong opponent! 



It was for this reason that even when Tan Guangqiang was taunted by Ji Feng and had his hand bone 

broken, he did not immediately explode and did not even make a threat. 

In the martial arts world, strength is always a prerequisite for determining status and rank! 

“Huh ……” Ji Feng smiled and couldn’t help but snort, “You know my division? And have to look at my 

division before not pursuing today’s matter? …… old dog, don’t put gold on your face, if you want to 

walk out of this door today, give me a horizontal walk out!” 

“You ……” 

Tan Guangqiang was instantly furious, being so insulted by Ji Feng, he was really ashamed and angry, he 

couldn’t help but look at Shen Wanzhen and gritted his teeth, “Shen Wanzhen, are you really planning 

to become mortal enemies with the Tan family?!” 

Tan Guangqiang had already realised that if he wanted to walk out today, I was afraid it would be really 

difficult. This young man in front of him did have the strength to leave himself behind. 

Therefore, Tan Guangqiang turned his gaze towards Shen Wanzhen. 

Although Tan Guangqiang could not wait to break this wild little beast to pieces right now, what was 

most important now was to get out of here, if this little beast really wanted to waste himself, even if he 

cleaned him up later, then he would not be able to return to this kung fu body! 

“Tan Guangqiang, my Shen family’s position has already been made clear to you, what they want to 

settle with you now is Tan Tianfeng’s account!” Shen Wan Zhen said. 

“Good, good!” 

Tan Guangqiang looked at Shen Wanzhen with a gloomy face, this old thing was not going to speak up 

for himself, it looked like the Shen family had really climbed to a higher branch and was determined to 

go against the Tan family. 

“Since your Shen family is so unaware of life and death, then wait for your whole family to be 

exterminated!” Tan Guangqiang snorted coldly and looked towards Ji Feng, saying gloomily, “Little 

beast, since you want to make a move, then I’ll accompany you! Do you dare to go outside with me and 

fight for a few rounds?!” 

“Little brother Ji, you can’t ……” Shen Wanzhen immediately said, “Tan Guangqiang, I think you want to 

bully the few with the many, right? There are experts from your Tan family outside, wanting to besiege 

little brother Ji?!” 

“There are still people from the Tan family outside?!” 

Ji Feng, however, raised an eyebrow and nodded directly, “It’s better to clean up all together, so as to 

save trouble again later!” 

After saying that, he directly turned around and left the lobby, dropping a sentence, “Old dog, I’ll wait 

for you outside, don’t think about escaping, you won’t be able to get away!” 

“Old thing!” Zhang Lei also sneered and turned to walk out. 



A thick murderous look flashed across Tan Guangqiang’s face, then he gritted his teeth and said 

sorrowfully, “Shen Wanzhen, since you are not going to interfere in this matter today, then you better 

not make any moves later either, otherwise, I guarantee that everyone in your Shen family will be left 

dead on the streets!” 

“I don’t need you, Tan Guangqiang, to teach my Shen family how to act!” Shen Wan Zhen said 

indifferently, “For now, you’d better take care of what’s in front of you, Little Brother Ji and my 

grandson-in-law are still waiting for you outside, don’t be a shrinking turtle!” 

After saying that, Shen Wan Zhen also walked out with big strides, leaving only a gloomy and irritated 

Tan Guangqiang. 

…… 

“The Tan family has really come with a few experts!” 

When he arrived in the front yard, Ji Feng caught a glimpse of the seven or eight young men who were 

sitting in the gazebo in the front yard. These few men, all of them looked tough, and they were also 

different from the usual kind of tough youths, their gazes were sharp, and they were not ordinary 

martial artists at first glance. 

“Crazy, why don’t you leave these few people to me?” 

Zhang Lei laughed heatedly, “Such a good companion can’t be found easily.” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, “That’s fine, be careful, don’t get hurt, you’ll have to go to the Tan family 

later to find that bastard Tan Tianfeng!” 

“Don’t worry, it’s just warming up on the eve of a big battle!” Zhang Lei laughed, “But that old man from 

the Tan family is really big, he has so many people with him when he goes out, no wonder that bastard 

Tan Tianfeng is so arrogant, that’s how the upper beam is not right and the lower beam is not right!” 

“Tan family members gather!” At that moment, an angry shout came from the entrance of the lobby, 

but it was Tan Guangqiang who stepped out and summoned all those Tan family’s children in the 

gazebo. 

Pointing at Ji Feng and Zhang Lei, Tan Guangqiang shouted, “You guys join Lao Fu and kill these two little 

brutes!” 

Those seven or eight Tan Family’s sons and daughters were slightly stunned by the words, but their 

reaction was very swift, immediately surrounding the two of them, Zhang Lei and Ji Feng, their eyes 

staring coldly at them. 

“Two little brutes, do you really think you’re reckless just because you have some skills?” Tan 

Guangqiang’s face was grim as he came to heel, “Since you’re giving shame, then go to hell!” 

“Give me a fight!” Tan Guangqiang waved his hand and bellowed violently. 

“Yes!” 



Those few sons and daughters of the Tan family immediately responded, and at the same time, they 

shouted loudly and pounced on them. 

And at the same time, Tan Guangqiang also pounced instantly, but he avoided Ji Feng and attacked 

towards Zhang Lei. He knew that Ji Feng’s kung fu was better than his, so he planned to let the Tan 

family’s children pester Ji Feng while he took care of Zhang Lei first, and then join forces with the others 

to attack Ji Feng. 

This was called attacking each other individually! 

“This old thing!” Ji Feng snorted at the sight of this and fiercely took a step diagonally up to stop Tan 

Guangqiang, “Old thing, your opponent is me!” 

In a flash, Ji Feng blasted out with a punch. 

“Little beast deceives people too much!” Tan Guangqiang roared in anger, he could be said to be 

shocked and angry, but he didn’t dare to clash with Ji Feng and subconsciously had to dodge. 

Since he had suffered a loss at the hands of Ji Feng, a shadow had been cast in Tan’s heart, so when he 

saw Ji Feng attacking, the first thing he thought of was not how to defeat him, but how to dodge him! 

But how fast was Ji Feng’s speed, in a flash, he blasted his fist on Tan Guangqiang’s shoulder. 

Bang~~! 

With just one punch, Tan Guangqiang’s entire body flew backwards and fell heavily to the ground. 

Hoo! 

Ji Feng snapped forward, he wanted to take advantage of Tan Guangqiang’s fall to the ground to 

continuously chase after him and take the opportunity to waste Tan Guangqiang! 

“Go to hell!” At this moment, a loud shout suddenly came from the side, a Tan family’s son swept his 

foot violently, Ji Feng’s face was cold, a hand clasped the man’s ankle, directly a hand fell towards Zhang 

Lei’s side. 

“Brat, your opponent is over there!” Ji Feng snorted coldly and once again took big steps towards Tan 

Guangqiang to close in. 

“Ummm…!” 

Tan Guangqiang suddenly let out a stifled cry, only to feel a fishy taste coming from his throat, and he 

hurriedly clenched his teeth to suppress that blood to death. 

His body twisted and he stood up violently, looking at Ji Feng with resentment and horror, he actually 

couldn’t even block a single move from this hairy kid, which made him no longer have any half 

confidence in fighting against Ji Feng, his heart was filled with fear! 

“This little brother, leave a line for something, don’t be so desperate!” Tan Guangqiang looked at Ji Feng 

with resentment and gritted his teeth. 



“Hoo~~!” Ji Feng’s body surged, without any half-hearted nonsense at all, he directly struck a killing 

move, ready to directly waste Tan Guangqiang. 

In an instant, Tan Guangqiang was once again horrified, his soul straightened out and he rolled on the 

ground in a mess, managing to avoid Ji Feng’s kick, but he was swept across his back by Ji Feng’s call, 

which was hot and painful. 

But Tan Guangqiang couldn’t care less about that, he turned around and was about to run outside, while 

shouting, “Stop him!” 

“Want to leave?!” 

Ji Feng sneered and instantly chased after him. 

“Elder, run!” 

A Tan family disciple suddenly lunged to wrap Ji Feng around him, Ji Feng snorted angrily, grabbed him 

and threw him out, shouting, “Zhang Lei, finish them off as soon as possible!” 

Bang! 

That Tan family’s son smashed into the back of the Tan family at once, and both of them fell to the 

ground with a thud. 

“Pah!” Ji Feng stomped on Tan Guangqiang’s back and sneered, “Tan Guangqiang, today I’ll claim some 

interest on your body first!” 

Bang! 

Ji Feng stepped on Tan Guangqiang’s back and gave a fierce force, Tan Guangqiang suddenly let out a 

stifled cry and could no longer hold back, a mouthful of blood spurted out, the next moment, he only 

felt an incomparably pure internal force instantly rushing into his body, wreaking havoc on his 

meridians. 

What’s more, Tan Guangqiang felt that the internal energy in his body, like boiling water pouring snow, 

was rapidly melting away and then disappearing. 

“My kung fu, my internal energy ……” Tan Guangqiang was horrified to the extreme and could not help 

but exclaim. 

Ji Feng said indifferently, “This is just the beginning, isn’t your Tan family recklessly relying on the fact 

that there are many strong people in the family? Then I will beat this pride out of you!” 

“Little, little beast …… The Tan Family will definitely not let you go!” Tan Guangqiang stifled his words 

with unbridled resentment. 

“Then you’ll watch with your own eyes how I destroy the Tan family!” Ji Feng picked him aside with a 

kick and turned his head to look, only to find that Zhang Lei had already put down three or four Tan 

Family sons and daughters. 

“Alright Lei Zi, have the rest of the men carry these few back!” Ji Feng shouted and laughed. 
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“Bang!” 

Zhang Lei gave a final kick and sent another guy flying before he stopped, patted the mud on his body 

and laughed, “You’re moving too fast, I haven’t gotten over it on my side ……” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but laugh and curse, “You kid …… with this speed, when you go to the Tan family 

you will only be left to get beaten up!” 

Zhang Lei then laughed as he kicked a guy lying on the ground and looked at the only two Tan family 

sons left and drank, “You two, carry these people away.” 

Those two Tan Family sons and daughters, however, did not dare to have the slightest thought of 

resisting, even their elder had been beaten so badly, the other party was obviously an absolute expert, 

and this was not something they could deal with. 

Therefore, those two sons of the Tan family could only hurriedly stand up Tan Guangqiang and the 

others, helping them into the cars in several times, and the two of them, one after the other, drove the 

two cars and were about to leave the Shen family in a hurry. 

“Wait a minute!” 

Zhang Lei came to the front of the car, patted the roof of the car and looked at the Tan family’s children 

inside whose faces had changed dramatically as he said, “Listen, I am Shen Jingyi’s boyfriend, my name 

is Zhang Lei! When you guys go back, tell Tan Tianfeng to wash his neck and wait at home, I’ll go to the 

Tan family to settle the score with him!” 

Buzz~~! 

Those two Tan family sons were so scared that they didn’t even dare to say half a word more, and as 

soon as they stepped on the gas, they hurriedly drove away. 

If Zhang Lei and Ji Feng were only slightly powerful, then these two Tan family sons would still dare to 

cross them, after all, the Tan family’s people had long been used to cross them, and they hadn’t been 

afraid of anyone in normal times. 

But now, even the Elder, an Innate expert, had been injured by these two young men, which meant that 

Ji Feng must also be an Innate expert. 

In front of an innate expert, these Tan family sons and daughters didn’t have the guts to run amok and 

wilted at once. 

Since ancient times, but anyone who rode roughshod over others was a bully who was afraid of the soft 

and the hard! 

Those who have real strength are not afraid of hardness, but rarely bully softness! 

As he watched those two Tan family members drive away in a panic, Zhang Lei couldn’t help but curse, 

“How dare they behave like that with such little guts? That Tan Tianfeng is probably just this kind of 

goods!” 



“Whether it’s such a goods, just go and see!” Ji Feng smiled faintly. 

All this time, Shen Jiucheng and the others, who were also standing in the courtyard, were laughing 

bitterly. That Tan Guangqiang was the third elder of the Tan family, and although he was not too strong 

in the Tan family, at least in the second generation, he was one of the only few Innate experts. 

But now, Ji Feng had destroyed the third elder of the Tan family, which was a deadly feud with the Tan 

family! 

Shen Wanzhen was particularly shocked! 

He had seen the fight clearly, Ji Feng had first injured Tan Guangqiang, and then stamped on his back, 

and actually destroyed Tan Guangqiang’s internal energy cultivation! 

This kind of way was unheard of by Shen Wanzhen. 

Usually those martial arts masters who want to nullify other people’s martial arts and cultivation, that 

also need to break the other person’s meridians, or pick off the other person’s tendons and hamstrings 

…… This kind of kung fu that can nullify a person’s cultivation all with one foot is really too shocking. 

…… true qi outwardly! 

Shen Wanzhen could only think of this one possibility, Ji Feng must have broken the meridians of Tan 

Guangqiang’s entire body through that kick just now, the external release of true qi! 

In fact, Shen Wanzhen did not know that Tan Guangqiang’s meridians were not the only ones destroyed, 

even the true qi in his body had all been dissolved. 

“Zhang Lei, are you alright?” Shen Jingyi hurriedly walked over and asked with concern. 

“Don’t worry, your boyfriend is not the same Zhang Lei as before now.” Zhang Lei laughed, patted Shen 

Jingyi’s small hand and laughed, “Just a few minions, they can’t hurt me yet!” 

“Lei Zi, let’s go!” 

Ji Feng laughed beside him, “Get it over with early!” 

He turned his head again and said, “Elder Shen, I’ll also trouble you to send a car and a driver to take us 

to the Tan family.” 

“This …… is fine!” Shen Wanzhen nodded with a bitter smile, “Since you have all decided, then I won’t 

stop you anymore. However, you guys must be careful! The Tan family, it’s really not comparable to the 

Shen family, there are many experts there, if you two break in hard, it’s like breaking into a dragon’s den 

……” 

Shen Wanzhen couldn’t help but shake his head, despite Ji Feng’s strength, however, he really didn’t 

think highly of Ji Feng and Zhang Lei’s trip to the Tan Family this time. 

These two young people going to the Tan family to kick in the door, I’m afraid it’s also nine deaths! 



But now that the Shen family and the Tan family had also broken up, Shen Wanzhen could only hope 

that Ji Feng and the two of them would succeed. In fact, if the two of them were really able to kick over 

the Tan family, then the Shen family would no longer have any threat. 

“Father, it’s better if I send them off!” Shen Jiuyuan said from the side, “If …… I can also meet them!” 

“That would be best!” Shen Wanzhen nodded his head. 

He understood his son’s meaning, if Ji Feng and Zhang Lei didn’t beat the Tan family and ended up 

fleeing in a mess, then Shen Jiuyuan could also meet them outside and give Ji Feng and Zhang Lei a way 

back to go. 

“Thanks!” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, and did not refuse. In fact, this time to the Tan family, Ji Feng is not 

completely sure, but, if the operation really fails, with Shen Jiuyuan outside to meet, Ji Feng can send 

Zhang Lei and the white spider out, this certainty he still has. 

As for himself …… 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and smile, no matter how many innate experts the Tan family 

had, if the Tan family wanted to keep him, then they would have to hold the intention of dying together, 

otherwise, with his skills, the Tan family couldn’t trap him! 

“Zhang Lei, be careful!” Seeing that Zhang Lei and Ji Feng were really going to conquer the Tan Family, 

Shen Jingyi was really worried in her heart. 

For those who hadn’t really come into contact with the Tan Family, it was hard to understand how 

powerful the Tan Family really was. 

Although Shen Jingyi did not know too much about the Tan family, the number of Xiantian experts in the 

Tan family alone was enough to make any martial arts family pay high attention. Not to mention the fact 

that the Tan Family also had an old generation of family heads and elders, their cultivation must be even 

more terrifying, together, these people were really an extremely terrifying force! 

But if you look at this side, Zhang Lei and Ji Feng are only two people, no matter how powerful they are, 

it’s still hard to beat four hands with two fists! 

Shen Jiucheng frowned thoughtfully and whispered something in Shen Wanzhen’s ear, and then, only to 

see Shen Wanzhen nodding, Shen Jiucheng turned around and went to the backyard. 

Ji Feng was likewise pondering, when he went to the Tan family today to kick in the door, he definitely 

couldn’t just barge in with a big smile, he always had to leave a backhand. 

“Tic-tac-!” 

After a few moments, Shen Jiuyuan drove over in a black Audi, he parked the car, opened the door and 

walked down. 

“Little Brother Ji, apart from the car, what else do you want?” Shen Jiuyuan asked. 



With just two or three people, they were about to go to the Tan family to kick in the door, and Shen 

Jiuyuan didn’t think much of them, so he could only help as much as he could in terms of material 

things. 

Ji Feng deliberated for a moment and looked at the white spider again before asking, “Got a gun?!” 

“A gun?!” 

Shen Jiuyuan couldn’t help but be slightly stunned, and then shook his head, they were a martial arts 

family and martial arts were prevalent, but when it came to guns, they really didn’t have any! 

“Don’t worry, Little Brother Ji, Jing Yi’s father has already gone to get it!” Shen Wanzhen, however, 

suddenly said. 

“Oh?!” Ji Feng said with some surprise, “It’s still the old man who has thought of everything, so thank 

you very much.” 

He had only seen Shen Jiucheng talking to Shen Wanzhen just now and then left, but he had not 

expected that Shen Jiucheng had actually gone to fetch the gun, this Elder Shen and Shen Jiucheng duo 

were indeed very thoughtful. 

Not long after, Shen Jiucheng walked over with big steps, in his hand, he was carrying a black travel bag 

and came to Ji Feng’s heels. 

“Little Brother Ji, what’s in this is a little preparation for us!” Shen Jiucheng handed the bag to Ji Feng 

and added with a bitter smile, “However, I really hope you guys will never use this stuff!” 

Once the guns were moved, this would prove that Ji Feng and Zhang Lei had failed, and at that time, it 

would be hard to say what purpose these one or two guns could serve. 

That was why Shen Jucheng said that he hoped that Ji Feng would never be able to use it. 

“Many thanks!” 

Ji Feng smiled and took the bag, he didn’t even need to unzip it to see, he knew that it contained a long 

gun and a short gun, as well as some bullets, and a few magazines. 

“Since everything is ready, let’s go!” Ji Feng said with a smile. 

After saying that, he and White Spider got into the car first, and Shen Jiuyuan also sat in the driver’s 

seat, he would act as a driver for once today, and at the same time, he was also responsible for picking 

up Ji Feng and the others. 

When they got into the car, Ji Feng casually pulled open his bag and handed the pistol to Bai Spider, “Bai 

Spider, don’t move your gun until it’s absolutely necessary, but if it really comes to the time when you 

need to move, don’t be soft, pick up the key figures of the Tan family and hit them, got it?” 

“Yes!” 

Bai Spider skillfully checked the pistol, and loaded the magazine and loaded the bullets, and after that, 

she didn’t even turn off the safety, she just pinned the gun directly to her waist, her expression calm to 

the extreme. 



Ji Feng then nodded and smiled, and asked, “This long gun you also take, try to find a high point outside 

the Tan family ……” 

White Spider, however, directly shook her head and refused Ji Feng’s request. 

“I’m going in with you, I’m your personal bodyguard!” White Spider said. 

“Confused!” 

Ji Feng said at once, “You’ll be able to protect me to the greatest extent possible by occupying the high 

ground outside, if all three of us go in, what else can you do if a random person comes out to block your 

gun when the time comes?” 

The white spider, however, did not say anything, nor did she agree. 

“Let’s put it this way, we’re not going to kill anyone this time, we’re going to kick in the door!” Ji Feng 

said, “If I want to kill someone, I can just take care of them all by myself at night, why do I have to kick in 

the door in such an open and honest manner?” 

The white spider hesitated for a moment before finally nodding, “Then …… if you’re in danger, I’ll 

shoot!” 

At this time, Zhang Lei also comforted Shen Jingyi and came in the car. 

Ji Feng then said, “Let’s go!” 
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“Mr. Shen, the backbone members of this Tan family, they should all be in Lanjiang City, right?” On the 

way to the Tan family, Ji Feng casually asked. 

Because previously at the Shen family, when Elder Shen Wanzhen was introducing the Tan family’s 

situation, he didn’t go into too much detail, especially he didn’t make it clear about the branches of the 

Tan family’s sons and daughters. 

Ji Feng was still concerned about this, and since he was going to kick in the door at the Tan Family this 

time, he had to learn as much as he could about the Tan Family’s situation. 

In particular, according to the information provided by Little Uncle, there was a division between the 

Tan Family’s direct lineage and the side lineage; moreover, there was a big gap in strength between the 

two sides, and there was also a small portion of the Tan Family’s sons and daughters who were not in 

Lanjiang City, but in Chang City in Xijiang Province. 

If this time, the Tan family’s people could not be wiped out and some tails left behind, there might be 

quite a lot of subsequent trouble when the time came. 

Ji Feng, on the other hand, was a person who did not like to leave a tail behind when doing things. 

Shen Jiuyuan was slightly stunned at his words, then shook his head and said: “The Tan family is such a 

big family, naturally not all of its people are in Lanjiang City, in fact, if you count all the Tan family’s side 

children, then there are really all over the country. However, the real Tan family’s sons and daughters 

are still concentrated in Lanjiang City and Chang City!” 



“So, what’s the difference between the Tan family’s sons and daughters in these two places?” Ji Feng 

asked. 

“The difference isn’t very big, in fact originally the Tan family made their home in Chang City, it’s just 

that Lanjiang City later developed at a faster rate and the transportation was extremely convenient, 

perhaps the Tan family had some other considerations, most of them only relocated from Chang City to 

Lanjiang City.” 

Shen Jiuyuan said, “As of now, the vast majority of the Tan family’s direct descendants are in Lanjiang 

City, of course, there are quite a few outside, but the real backbone members are all in Lanjiang. There 

aren’t too many Tan family sons and daughters in Chang City, not too many in the direct line.” 

Ji Feng then nodded, and then asked, “In that case, by knocking out the Tan family in Lanjiang City, there 

would actually only be a very small number of Tan family’s direct descendants left, as well as some side 

descendants?” 

“You could say that!” 

Shen Jiuyuan nodded, and a moment later, he seemed to think of something else and said hesitantly, 

“However, there seems to be a part of the Tan Family’s power in addition to the side line and the direct 

line ……” 

“Oh?” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but ask, “What power?” 

“Actually, I’m not too sure, I just once heard others talk about it occasionally.” Shen Jiuyuan said, “I 

heard that the Tan Family in Xijiang Province is actually just a branch of a sect, and that sect, is the real 

powerful force.” 

“A sect?!” Ji Feng was instantly quite surprised, he frowned and asked, “What sect?” 

“Specifically, I’m not sure.” Shen Jiuyuan shook his head, “Only, back when our family and the Tan family 

were still friends, I once had a drink with one of the Tan family’s sons and it was by chance that I heard 

him mention a sentence, at that time I didn’t take it to heart, it’s only now that you asked about it that I 

occasionally thought about it …… ” 

“Tan family, is a branch of a powerful sect?” Ji Feng couldn’t help but frown slightly and ponder. 

And Zhang Lei, who was sitting in the passenger seat, was laughing: “Don’t think so much about it, what 

do you care what sect he is doing, soldiers come and go, there is always a weakness in even the most 

powerful force! Besides, there’s a limit to how good kung fu can be, against those old monsters, a few 

machine guns would be enough!” 

“Times have changed, and the definition of force strength and weakness has become different from 

before.” Zhang Lei laughed, “Look, didn’t Elder Shen also hide two weapons?” 

“I really didn’t expect that the old man actually had two weapons hidden away!” 



Shen Jiuyuan but laughed, “However, what Zhang Lei said is also very reasonable, although the legend 

says that really strong martial artists can’t even be harmed by bullets, but a martial artist who really isn’t 

afraid of bullets, I haven’t even heard of one until now!” 

Ji Feng, however, frowned slightly, his heart pondering. 

In fact, when Shen Jiuyuan said that there were some legendary strong martial artists who were so 

strong that they were not even afraid of bullets, Ji Feng’s heart was slightly moved. 

Because, Ji Feng had once seen an expert who was not afraid of bullets, the dynasty’s reformer! 

Although such experts were not martial artists, their strength was unquestionable. Therefore, Ji Feng 

was not at all surprised that there existed a supreme expert who was not afraid of bullets in this martial 

world, and he even personally believed in it! 

“The Tan family is actually a branch of a powerful sect ……” Ji Feng dragged his chin and secretly 

contemplated for a moment, then he secretly sneered: “The more powerful the sect, the better ah, it’s 

an honor to be able to fight with a real expert! ” 

Although the opponent was very strong, Ji Feng was not afraid, instead he had a feeling of excitement. 

At this time, Ji Feng’s mind had a flashback of the scene he saw in the training space when he first 

learned bodybuilding. 

In the light screen, there were two real super agents fighting, their casual punches and kicks possessed 

great power, that scene really gave Ji Feng a great shock. 

Now Ji Feng was looking forward to when he would be able to reach that level of theirs. 

If he had the strength of those two people, what kind of supreme experts, he wouldn’t even have to 

fear, even bullets might not be able to hurt him! 

“Crazy, what do you think the Tan family’s people would look like if they saw that dead dog-like 

appearance of Tan Guangqiang?” Just as Ji Feng was pondering, Zhang Lei suddenly asked with a bad 

smile. 

“What expression? A Xiantian expert being wasted, the Tan family’s people would definitely storm out 

even if they didn’t cry!” Ji Feng lost his smile and said. “What I’m most concerned about, instead, is what 

Tan Tianfeng’s expression will be after he fights you!” 

“Ha……” Zhang Lei grinned, but a cold light flashed in his eyes. 

He had been holding it in for a month, and now, finally, it was time to take out his anger. He had been 

waiting for this day for a full month, and it had been, too long! 

…… 

Lanjiang City, the eastern suburbs, had a sizeable manor. 

This was the old city of Lanjiang City, because after the new city was built, the air here instead became 

the best place in the city, so many rich and powerful people, as well as some powerful people, chose to 

live here. 



Of course, along with these rich and powerful people moving in, the land prices here, too, are 

frighteningly expensive, and even the highest prices are even more exaggerated than in Jiangzhou. 

The Tan family, on the other hand, owned a real manor in this eastern suburb of Lanjiang City! 

In this manor, rockery, flowing water, lawn …… all kinds of facilities are available, even just the 

swimming pool alone, there are two kinds of indoor and open air, not to mention other facilities. 

This kind of real estate, walking into all will have a different mood and feeling. You will find that living 

here is a real treat …… 

This is the Tan family! 

The Tan family’s manor is also different from ordinary manors, there are actually a dozen villas within 

this manor, and there are also some other types of buildings, enough for hundreds of people to live here 

at the same time. 

In the middle of the manor’s villa area, there was a villa that was extremely richly decorated. 

At this moment, some people were sitting in the living room of the villa talking about something. One of 

them was sitting on the main seat, while the others were divided into two sides, and some others were 

standing behind the chairs, in a clear hierarchy, so that one could tell at a glance the high or low status 

of these people in the Tan family. 

Among them was a young man, who was clearly the young master of the Tan Family who had once tried 

to smash Zhang Lei’s face in, Tan Tianfeng! 

“Family head, if we follow my idea, let’s simply go directly to the Shen family and just ask that Shen Wan 

Zhen whether he wants the Shen family or that so-called grandson-in-law of his!” An old man with white 

hair said in a deep voice, “Now it’s a good thing, I heard that the Shen family has actually recognized 

that little bastard! Shen Wanzhen is now trying to leave our Tan family behind!” 

“Leave us alone, he Shen Wanzhen has the guts to do that?” 

Another old man couldn’t help but snort coldly and said disdainfully, “It’s not that I underestimate him 

Shen Wanzhen, don’t look at him as an innate expert as well, but his guts are smaller than a mouse, he 

definitely wouldn’t dare to offend our Tan Family!” 

“Then what if he really does?!” Another man asked, “You know, Tianfeng getting married to the Shen 

family’s granddaughter, this is a great benefit to us, not only can we gradually annex the Shen group, but 

at the same time Tianfeng can also double up with that girl from the Shen family, but if Shen Wanzhen 

backs out, we won’t get anything!” 

“He dares!” 

The old man who spoke before instantly glared, “If his Shen family dares to do that, they won’t want to 

stay in Lanjiang City or even in Xijiang Province! Don’t worry, Shen Wan Zhen doesn’t have the guts to 

do that!” 

A few other people also chattered, most of them certain that the Shen family’s people must not have 

the guts to kick out Tan Tianfeng and go for a kid instead, and put the Shen family out of their misery. 



However, there were also a few people who thought they needed to be on guard, so that they could be 

prepared if Shen Wanzhen really backtracked. 

“I think ah, let’s not argue here, Lao San has already gone to the Tan family to poke around, when he 

comes back, it will be clear what the Shen family’s situation is.” At this time, the old man sitting on the 

main seat spoke up. 

This person was no other than the current family head of the Tan Family, Tan Guangfeng. 

As soon as he spoke, the others immediately stopped arguing. 

“Family Head, Elders, in fact, in my opinion, it is completely unnecessary for us to take this matter so 

seriously!” A voice suddenly rang out, and the crowd immediately looked, only to find that the one who 

spoke was the family head’s fourth son, Tan Tianfeng. 

“Tianfeng, why would you say that?” Tan Guangfeng’s eyes looked towards his son and asked. 

“That so-called grandson-in-law of the Shen family, I have met him before, that is a worthless brat, who 

has even done a few days of kung fu himself, but can’t even stop me with one hand, and is even more 

mediocre in other aspects!” Tan Tianfeng said confidently, “He is not comparable to me at all, unless 

Shen Wanzhen is old and confused, then he will definitely know who to choose is the right one!” 
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Hearing Tan Tianfeng’s words, the other people in the living room could not help but laugh, each with a 

smug look on their faces. 

Indeed, if the Shen family’s granddaughter-in-law was really as bad as Tan Tianfeng said, then Shen 

Wanzhen would definitely not have chosen him and abandoned Tan Tianfeng for that reason, even at 

the risk of offending the Tan family and having the whole family ostracised. 

But anyone with a little bit of brains would not do that, unless Shen Wanzhen was really old and 

confused, or his brain had gone bad. 

“That brat, is he really that unbearable?” Tan Guangfeng, who was sitting on the main seat, could not 

help but frown slightly. 

“That’s right, father, that brat I have not only seen, but also had a few moves with simply, that is really a 

very unbearable brat!” As soon as Zhang Lei was mentioned, Tan Tianfeng was all disdain, “Not only is 

he stupid, but he also doesn’t know how to adapt, he’s a rash, he’s really useless!” 

“Since that’s the case …… then how did Shen Jingyi come to see him?!” Tan Guangfeng asked instead. 

“……” 

Tan Tianfeng suddenly choked slightly, this question from Tan Guangfeng could really make him not 

know how to answer for a while. 

Yes, since Zhang Lei was so unbearable, a worthless thing, then how did Shen Jingyi see him? Could it be 

that Shen Jingyi was also a woman without any vision? 



Tan Tianfeng would never admit this, the woman he had fallen for, how could she be a blind woman 

with such poor eyesight? 

“Father, it’s like this, although that brat is useless, his one mouth is very powerful.” Tan Tianfeng quickly 

found a reason, “But Jing Yi is also a relatively simple girl, plus the two were in the same school and 

spent a lot of time together, that’s why they were fooled by that kid ……” 

“Well, there is some truth to that!” Tan Guangfeng nodded his head. 

“Family head, I think it would be better this way ……” an old man said smilingly, “When the Shen family 

takes care of that kid’s matter, they will definitely come to explain to us. At that time, let’s set a wedding 

date for Tianfeng and the Shen family’s granddaughter, so that they can finish their marriage sooner, 

and the family head can also have a piece of mind relieved, wouldn’t that be the best of both worlds?” 

“Not bad!” 

Order a man also nodded and said, “This proposal of the Fourth Elder is very good, Family Head, I think 

it’s fine!” 

“Yes, Family Head, Tianfeng has also reached the age of marriage, it’s time for him to get married!” 

Another old man said with a smile. 

“Since you all think this is feasible, then fine, when the Shen family comes to explain to us, let’s discuss 

the wedding date!” Family head Tan Guangfeng nodded and said. 

“Then we have to congratulate the family head in advance, once these two children are married, it 

won’t be long before you, the family head, will be holding a grandchild!” 

“Yes, Tianfeng’s qualifications in martial arts are so outstanding, then his children will definitely not be 

bad either, if they are nurtured from a young age, perhaps our family can produce a martial arts genius!” 

…… 

For a while, the living room was filled with Tan Guangfeng’s smug laughter, as well as the praises of the 

others. It was as if it seemed to them that the Shen family would really kick out Zhang Lei and choose 

Tan Tianfeng. Moreover, after this incident, they would come blatantly to make amends with them! 

Perhaps without Zhang Lei and Ji Feng’s stunning performance, the Shen family would have really 

handled this matter according to the Tan family’s speculation, but now, there was no such possibility at 

all. 

Moreover, the people of the Tan family still didn’t know until now that their third elder, Tan 

Guangqiang, as well as several other sons and daughters, had all been beaten up like dead dogs and 

were on their way to their homes. 

If the Tan family members knew, I’m afraid they wouldn’t be so happy, and the expressions on their 

faces would definitely be wonderful. 

“Since that’s the case, then there’s no need to discuss it anymore now, when the Third Elder returns, 

everything will be clear.” Tan Guangfeng said, “Everyone ……” 



Before he could finish his words, there was a sudden cry of alarm from outside, “Family Head! Family 

Master, something has happened!” 

Tan Guangfeng’s face sank with a swish, and he frowned, “What kind of person is stirring outside, what 

a disgrace!” 

A Tan family son ran in in a panic: “Family, family head ……” 

“Is the sky falling?!” 

An old man reprimanded, “Look at your panicked appearance, do you look like a Tan family disciple? 

What do you usually tell you?!” 

“No, it’s not ……” 

That Tan family scion said incomparably in panic, “Family Master, Elders, the Third Elder and the others 

have returned!” 

“What’s there to panic about coming back!” The old man became even more furious, “Did you do 

something wrong and are afraid that the Third Elder will punish you?” 

“No, Third Elder he …… he was injured by someone!” It was only here that the Tan family’s son finally 

managed to say a coherent sentence, “The Third Elder has been seriously injured by someone and wants 

the family head and a few elders to go ahead and heal ……” 

“What?!” 

“Are you kidding me!” 

“How can that be!” 

…… 

Everyone in the living room couldn’t help but be shocked, and immediately, they loudly rebuked the Tan 

family’s son who had come to report the news, what kind of joke is this, the Third Elder had been 

injured and badly beaten, and they needed to go and heal him? 

“Get out!” 

The old man who had spoken before immediately chided, “This is simply a bunch of nonsense, listening 

to the wind is rain, the Third Elder is an Innate Expert, how could he possibly be seriously injured by 

someone?” 

An innate expert, he could have run his own kung fu to heal himself with a small injury, he still needed 

others to help? 

“What I said is true, the Third Elder was carried down from the car ……,” that Tan family son hastily 

defended, “Now the Third Elder is in the courtyard in front, please ask the family head and several 

elders to go over and take a look! ” 

“Family Head, how about this, I’ll go over and take a look!” That second elder said, “I guess it’s just these 

kids who haven’t seen the world and have been making a fuss all day ……” 



“It’s better to go together!” Tan Guangfeng, the head of the Tan family, said, “There’s nothing to do 

anyway.” 

“…… better!” 

The people in the living room then all left their seats and headed for the courtyard in front of them, led 

by that Tan family’s son. 

And at the same time, there were people on the way there who were constantly reprimanding that Tan 

family scion. 

“How many times have I told you, we are a respectable martial arts family, you should pay attention to 

your manners when doing things, don’t be like those city folk who panic at the slightest thing, look what 

you looked like just now!” 

“Next time you dare to behave like that, you can go and work as an odd-jobber in the civil and martial 

arts school below!” 

He said, “The Third Elder has really been seriously injured, the Third Elder used to be so powerful, but if 

he hadn’t been moaning, he would have thought he was dead! 

The group of people quickly arrived at the courtyard in front of them, and that Tan family’s son said, 

“Family Head, Elders, the Third Elder is inside this villa!” 

“Lead the way!” 

The Second Elder said in a deep voice. 

At this moment, the gazes of the others also became grave, because right in front of this villa, on the 

ground, there were several streaks of blood! 

Obviously, something had really happened. 

At this moment, the crowd of the Tan family realised that it seemed that the son who had come to 

report the news earlier had not lied. 

The group of people quickly entered the villa, and as soon as they entered the living room, their faces 

suddenly changed dramatically. 

They saw the Third Elder, Tan Guangqiang, lying on the sofa in the living room, his face pale and blood 

still hanging from the corners of his mouth, but his eyes were dull and dull, looking dazed and without 

the slightest focus. 

It was as if he had been scared out of his wits! 

And on the sofa next to him were all the Tan family’s sons and daughters, all with pale faces, broken 

arms and legs, and even those who had simply passed out! 

What a tragic situation! 

All of a sudden, the Tan family members’ faces turned blue, and cold light kept flickering in their eyes. 



“Old Third, Old Third!” Family head Tan Guangfeng and the second elder immediately walked over 

quickly, Tan Guangfeng even directly put one hand on Tan Guangqiang’s wrist, and not long after, his 

face changed drastically. 

“This ……” Tan Guangfeng was shocked beyond words, “Old Third, your kung fu ……” 

“Family head, my kung fu …… my kung fu has been nullified!” Third elder Tan Guangqiang said in a low 

voice, dumbfounded, as if he was talking about an irrelevant matter. 

“What?!” 

Everyone exclaimed in shock, their faces full of disbelief, the Third Elder’s kung fu had actually been 

nullified? 

“Old Third, who on earth did this!?” The Second Elder’s eyes instantly turned red as he gritted his teeth 

and asked, “Which bastard did this!” 

“It was the Shen family’s grandson-in-law, and his friend ……” Third Elder Tan Guangqiang still had an 

unstoppable fear in his eyes as soon as he mentioned that terrifying young man, that young man’s 

strength was truly terrifyingly powerful! 

“This is impossible!” 

Tan Tianfeng immediately said, “I’ve seen that Zhang Lei before, how could he be a match for the Third 

Elder, it’s absolutely impossible!” 

“What about his friend?!” Family Head Tan Guangfeng asked. 

“How powerful could his friend be? Those who can be friends with him are just those mudbloods!” Tan 

Tianfeng said, “Could the Third Elder have been backstabbed by someone?!” 

“No!” 

Tan Guangqiang shook his head with a bitter face, “I was defeated in a head-to-head duel by a young 

man in a few moves ……” 

At these words, the Tan family’s crowd was in an uproar. 

“That grandson-in-law of the Shen family also has good strength, but the most terrifying thing is that 

friend of his, that is definitely a first-class expert!” Tan Guangqiang said bitterly. 

“How is that possible!” Tan Tianfeng said at once, “Just with that kid ……” 

“All right!” 

Tan Guangfeng interrupted his son and said, “Let’s not talk about anything else for now, healing the 

Third Elder is most important, hopefully we can get him back to his power!” 

Tan Tianfeng bristled and said, “This Third Elder must have been hit by someone else’s secret plan, but 

he was too embarrassed to say anything, so he put the blame on the two young men. He’s an expert!” 

 


